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Abstract--The solution of time-dependent partial differential equations using discrete (i.e. finite difference) 
versions of those equations traditionally has been done by marching forward in time, one time unit per 
step. The authors here extend earlier esults to higher dimensions, focusing on the solution of the discrete 
diffusion or "heat" equation in 2-D, and show that the solution may be found using fast Fourier transform 
(FFT) techniques that treat the solution as the output of a linear filter. This technique is analogous to 
an integral method for the differential equation, and is related to the Green's function of the difference 
equation. It allows the solution to be determined with a "single-step" computation that does not require 
the solution at intermediate ime levels. The number of numerical operations i essentially independent 
of the time level at which the solution is desired. The results of numerical examples are given and 
computation times are shown to be much faster than those of the traditional method for all but small 
time levels. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The numerical solution of partial differential equations (PDEs) has not traditionally been done 
using mathematical methods that involve the fast Fourier transform (FFT). The application of FFT 
methods is rather recent, with most methods developed for (steady-state) lliptic equations (see 
Hockney [1] and the summary in Ref. [2, pp. 646-652]). PDEs that depend upon time, such as 
the diffusion equation, 
au /a2u e2u  
where x is a constant, t is time, and x = (xl, x2) is a 2-D space vector, require different echniques 
because of the time component. 
A general technique that uses the Laplace transform to turn a time-dependent PDE into an 
elliptic problem was discussed in Ref. [3], but that method of solution depends on the numerical 
inversion of a Laplace transform. Solutions using FFTs for parabolic and hyperbolic PDEs in one 
space variable were discussed as a part of the general theory given by Pickering, [4, pp. 66-73], 
but without the "single-step" results reported here. Spectral methods, as in Ref. [5], truncate an 
infinite Fourier series for the solution and work with the resulting finite series. The approach 
presented here differs in that the focus is on the finite difference formulation of the equation. This 
method was developed by the authors [6] to solve the discrete diffusion and wave equations in one 
space dimension, and those results are extended here to higher dimensions and more general 
difference schemes. 
In this paper, it is shown that the solution to equation (1) over a rectangle in the x-plane may 
be seen as the output of a linear filter whose transfer function is related to the Green's function 
of the difference quation. This method is actually a means of solving the finite difference 
formulation of equation (1), and a general review of finite difference methods will be presented in 
the next section. In Section 3, the discrete version of the initial and boundary value problem will 
be discussed. Section 4 includes the general convolution representation a d the FFT method for 
the computation of the solution. Finally, in Section 5 we present some results of our numerical 
trials concerning the accuracy and computation time needed to apply this method. 
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2. F IN ITE  D IFFERENCE METHODS 
The finite difference method for the solution of a PDE, such as the diffusion equation (1), 
involves the replacement of the partial derivatives by appropriate finite differences. In this 
paper, we assume that equation (1) is to be solved over a rectangle R in the x-plane. The finite 
difference method places a mesh over this rectangle, with spacing Axe, Ax2 between mesh points 
in the xl, x2 directions, respectively. We assume that there is a common separation for the space 
dimensions, i.e. Ax = Ax, = Ax2. The distance At in the time variable need not be the same, and 
in general must be considerably smaller than Ax to satisfy stability requirements. 
The initial-boundary value problem modeled here includes equation (1) as the PDE, with initial 
conditions u(x, 0)= f (x ) ,  and values on the boundary c~R (i.e. the sides of the rectangle) given 
by one of the following: 
u(x, t) = 0, if x~c~R, t >i 0 (Dirichlet conditions) 
or 
Ou 
Ox---](x, t) = 0, if xeOR, t >>. 0 (Neumann conditions), 
or a mixture of these two types of conditions, with Dirichlet conditions on some sides of R and 
Neumann conditions on the other sides. 
To model equation (1) with finite differences, let m = (ml, m2) for integers mj, m2, and let n be 
a variable so that t =nAt .  The first derivative (in the time dimension) is modeled by 
(V,u~, + ~)/At = (u~, +~ --u~,)/At, where the notation u~, indicates the value of the discrete solution at 
the mesh point (m, n). Note that n is the discrete variable for the time dimension and the superscript 
notation should not be interpreted as a power. The second partial derivative Ou 2/Ox~ is modeled 
by 62xlun/(Ax) 2, where the numerator is defined to be u~.~+,,. 2 - 2u~, + u",., '.~.2" The discrete version 
of equation (1) is then 
Vtu~ +l = r[62x, u~ -- 62 "" * x:u,.J, (2) 
where r = ra t / (Ax)  2. 
Equation (2) provides an "explicit" difference scheme, since values of u at time n explicitly 
determine values at time n + 1. An explicit scheme allows the computation of the solution at a large 
value of n by "marching forward in time" one step after the other, but this particular scheme has 
the disadvantage of not being stable for large values of r. It can be shown that equation (2) is stable 
when 0 < r ~< l, (see, for example, the excellent recent reference, Ref. [7]). As noted in Ref. [8, p. 
38], "the restriction (r ~< J) necessitates xtremely small values for At. For most problems it is an 
impractical method." In Ref. [7, p. 298], an extra term is introduced to the difference scheme to 
"improve the stability condition", so that the difference quation is 
"+' (1 + 2 r 2 . u® = r&x,)( l+ 6x2)Um. (3) 
It is further shown that equation (3) is stable for 0 < r < ½, and that the error in using equation 
(3) as an approximation to the solution of equation (1) is of order [At + (Ax)2]. There is one special 
value of r, namely r = ~, for which the difference scheme (3) has a distinctly improved accuracy: 
for r = ~ the error is of order [(At)2 + (Ax)4]. 
Implicit difference schemes, on the other hand, involve several grid points at the higher time level 
n + 1, i.e. for more than one m value. The values of the solution at time step n + 1 are thus only 
given implicitly through the set of equations relating all values at time step n to those at step n + 1. 
As noted in Ref. [7, p. 304], "The methods are unconditionally stable. However, the use of these 
methods requires the solution of a large number of simultaneous linear, algebraic equations at each 
time s tep. . ,  the number of iterations required to achieve a modest numerical accuracy may become 
large, particularly for large time increments and small space mesh sizes." The method we present 
here avoids these difficulties, and the amount of computations will be seen to be essentially the same 
for an implicit or an explicit difference scheme. 
The implicit difference scheme that may be the most well-known is a modification of equation 
(3) above. It is the Crank-Nicholson scheme 
(1 t z l 2 J 2 . - irfx,) (1 -- ~rOx2)U .1 -~2,. ,+1 = (1 + ir6x,) (1 +~rfx2)u,,. (4) 
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Note that this involves ten mesh points for each calculation instead of the six required for the 
explicit scheme (3). The order of the error for general r values is [(At) 2 + (Ax)Z], which is not quite 
as good as the special case of the explicit method above. However, there is another scheme, the 
Mitchell-Fairweather formula, which is an implicit scheme with accuracy for general values of r 
on the order of [(At) 2 + (Ax)4]. This gives it the approximate accuracy for general values of r that 
is only obtained for a special value of r by the explicit scheme (3). The Mitchell-Fairweather scheme 
has the form 
(1 + rb62x,) (1 + rb62~)u~, +~ = (1 + ra6~,) (1 + ra&~2)u~-, (5) 
where rb = ~2 - 1 I | jr, and r~ =i5 + ir. In addition, this scheme has a special value of r for which 
the accuracy is even better. For r = 1/2x/~_ 0.223607, the error is of order (Ax) 6, according to 
Ref. [7, p. 303]. 
Note that the implicit scheme (5) reduces to the explicit scheme (3) for the value that gives 
high accuracy for that formula, i.e. for r = 1. Thus, in the following, we will emphasize the use 
of scheme (5). Further we show that the convolution representation for solutions to scheme (5) 
may be used to obtain the extra accuracy of the special value r = 0.223607 for any time level. 
3. THE DISCRETE INIT IAL-BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEM 
The discrete version of the initial-boundary value problem described above includes a partial 
difference equation (PAE), as well as appropriate discrete initial and boundary conditions. 
Although the technique we present is appropriate for any of the explicit or implicit schemes, we 
have chosen the PAE given by the implicit Mitchell-Fairweather scheme (5) because of its high 
degree of accuracy, as noted in the previous section. 
Initial conditions for the discrete problem are obtained simply as samples of the given initial 
conditions, i.e. u ° = f .  = f(mAx),  for 0 ~< m~ ~< M1,0 ~< m2 ~< M2. Boundary conditions (BCs), 
however, require a more detailed analysis, with BCs affecting the type of transformation we will 
apply to the PAE. 
Since we are assuming that the problem is to be solved over a rectangular egion 
R = (0 ~ xl ~< Lt, 0 ~ x2 ~ L2), the boundary of the grid for the discrete quation is described by 
values of m for which m I = 0, ml = Ml, m2 = 0, or m 2 = M2, where MI and M2 are integers uch 
that M~ Ax = L~, M2Ax = L2, respectively. As we shall employ the 2-D discrete Fourier transform 
(DFT) of u~ (with n fixed), we assume that u~ has a periodic extension to the whole m-plane. The 
manner in which this extension is considered is closely related to the type of BCs to be modeled. 
In particular, if 
u,-n _ 0, for me~R (Dirichlet conditions), 
we assume that u~ is extended as an odd function about each boundary. For the case of the 
Neumann BCs, the space derivative is modeled by a central difference, e.g. 
c~u 
c~Xl (0, x2) -- 0 is modeled by (ul.m2 - u i.m2)/2Ax = 0. 
This is the usual approach, and the fictitious u~ value for m~ = - 1 would normally be replaced 
by the equivalent ULm 2 value in a difference scheme. For a periodic extension of u~,, however, the 
Neumann BC simply corresponds to the discrete solution as being extended as an even function 
about each such boundary. 
There are two different means available to insure that the discrete solution will satisfy the 
Dirichlet (or Neumann) BCs. One method uses the 2-D discrete sine (or cosine) transform [DS(C)T]. 
The inverse transform representation for u~, 
M.-I m,-I  . f l rk lml '~,  f~kEm2"~ 
, ,:,-- z (6) 
k I •O k2ffiO \ ~,,i / \ ,,,2 / 
shows that u~, satisfies the BCs, since this is clearly odd about the boundaries. The other 
method extends the initial conditions about each boundary as an odd (for Dirchlet BCs) 
or even (for Neumann) periodic function of m. This technique is somewhat less palatable in 
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2-D than it is in l-D, since the domain needed to completely define fm with this extension is 
(0 <~ m~ <~ N~, 0 <~ m2 <~ N2), with N~ = 2M~ and N2 = 2M2. Unfortunately, this is four times as large 
as the original rectangle R. For this method, the extended values for u~ are given by the inverse 
DFT, where the DFT of the extension of u~ is given by 
N I I N 2 1 
U"(k) = ~ ~ u~ exp( - 2ztim, k,/N,)exp( - 27zimzk2/Nz). 
ml=0 m2=O 
As long as U"(k) is odd in k~, for example, and pure imaginary, the inverse DFT will make u~, 
a real function that is odd in rn~. That Un(k) has this property will follow from equations (10) and 
(11) below. The inverse representation is, of course, essentially the same as equation (6), because 
of the extension of the data in this case, but there is no need to quadruple the size of the set of 
grid points. The use of the DS(C)T would be the preferred method, unless one uses existing FFT 
programs which do not allow that option. 
Finally, we consider the case of BCs that are different on parallel sides of the rectangular domain. 
That is, Dirichlet conditions on one side and Neumann conditions on the other. For this situation, 
some extension of the size of the domain seems necessary. Again, there are two possibilities. First, 
the initial conditions could be extended as an even function about the side with Neumann 
conditions, then represented by the discrete 2-D sine transforms as above. The other possibility 
is to extend initial conditions odd about the boundary with Dirichlet conditions and then extend 
the resulting function once more as an even function about the other boundary. This makes the 
length of the interval four times as large as the initial one, with a corresponding growth for the 
2-D region. Again, the first technique requires a smaller region for solution representation. 
4. THE D IFFERENCE EQUATION SOLUTION 
In this section, we will develop a representation for the solution to the discrete initial-boundary 
value problem as described in Section 3. In particular, the representation is a discrete convolution 
with what we term a (discrete) Green's function for the PAE. Through this representation, the 
solution may be viewed as the output of a linear filter. The actual computation of the solution may 
be accomplished rapidly using the transfer function of the filter and the 2-D FFT of the discrete 
initial conditions. We show that the transfer function may be easily derived from the form of the 
PAE. 
The convolution representation for the discrete problem provides a nice analog of a well-known 
representation for the solution of the original differential equation. This is given in Ref. [9, p. 208] 
as u(x, t) = K(x, t ) * f  (x) where the initial conditions and solutions are assumed given on the entire 
x-plane. For this case, the 2-D Green's function K(x, t) is the_product of the two 1-D Green's 
functions k(x~ ,t) and k(x2, t), where k(s, t) = exp( - s2/4t)/x/47zt. For the discrete problem with 
PAE given by equations (3)-(5), it will be seen that the situation is again analogous. The 2-D 
(discrete) Green's function, as well as the corresponding transfer function, is a product of the two 
1-D functions. 
To develop the solution representation, let the time level n be fixed and let Un(k) = DFT[u~], 
where DFT stands for the 2-D DFT. When applying this transform to the various terms in the 
PAE given by equation (5), the shifting property and the BCs play an important role. For example, 
DFT[6~ u~,] = DFT[u~,,+ 1- 2u~, + u~,, ~] = [exp(iwi) - 2+exp( - iw,)] DFT[u~], 
so that 
DFT[&2 ug,] = - 211 - cos(wi)] U"(k), (7) 
where w~ = nkdM~, for i = 1,2. Here we have assumed the function u~, to have been extended 
to satisfy the BCs as described in Section 3. If the DST is applied instead, as is the other option 
for Dirchlet BCs, relation (7) would apply as given. One would only need to substitute DST for 
DFT. 
The Mitchell-Fairweather PAE, (5), is an equation with many similar terms. In addition to the 
relation (7), it is important o note that 
2 2 n DFT[fxl &x2u,,] = 411 - cos(w1 )] [1 - cos(w2)] U"(k), (8) 
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which may again be derived using shifting properties of the transform and BCs of the initial-value 
problem. Combining relations (7) and (8), we find that 
DFT[(1 + raft,) (1 + ra62x2) u~] 
= { 1 - 2r a (1 - cos w l ) - 2ra (1 - cos w2) + 4ra 2(1 - cos W l) (1 - cos w2)} U" (k) 
= {[1 - 2r~(1 - cos wl) ] [1 - 2ra(1 - cos w2)]} U"(k). 
This is the transform of the r.h.s, of equation (5), and the transform of the l.h.s, of the equation 
is very similar. The result we obtain from applying the transform to the complete quation is 
U" +t (k) = H (k) U ~(k), (9) 
where H(k)= h(k~) h(k2) and 
1 - 2ra(l - cos w~) 
h(k,) = (10) 
1 - 2rb(1 - cos wi)" 
The solution to the difference equation (9) is straightforward, with solution given by 
U"(k) = {H (k)}" U°(k). Since U°(k) = DFT[u~] = DFT[f . ] ,  the transform of the solution is given 
by the product of the nth power of the function H and the transform of the initial conditions, i.e. 
U"(k) = {H (k)}" DFT[f , ] .  (11) 
Finally, the solution to the discrete initial-boundary value problem is given by the inverse 
transform of equation (11). We define the (discrete) Green's function for a fixed value of n by 
G~ = IDFT[{H(k)}"], (12) 
i.e. as the inverse transform of the nth power of H. Inverting the transform (11), we find the 
solution given by 
u~, = G~* f . ,  (13) 
where • denotes the discrete (cyclic) 2-D convolution. 
The actual computation of solution values is discussed in the next section, and an application 
of equation (11) followed by an inverse transform is simpler than a use of equation (13). The 
solution representation f equation (13), however, shows G~ as the coefficients of a linear filter for 
solution values at time level n, and it provides a discrete analog of the "Poisson" representation 
for the PDE case noted above. 
It can be shown that the transfer function H, as derived in equation (10), is equivalent to the 
"amplification factor" function used for von Neumann (or "Fourier") stability analysis of a PAE. 
The von Neumann analysis, see for example Ref. [2, p. 625], considers olutions of a PAE of form 
u~ = 4" exp(imAx), where ~ is the "amplification factor". One can use the shifting property of the 
DFT and the analysis above to show that the transfer function derived using the DFT is, for a 
general PAE, the same as the amplification factor. This is true for all of the difference schemes we 
have discussed. It is a useful property, as the von Neumann analysis of many PAEs has often been 
done in detail, e.g. Ref. [7, p. 302]. 
Properties of the (discrete) Green's function follow from equations (12) and (13). From equation 
(12), note that G ° is an impulse with value 1 at m = 0, just as the Green's function for the PDE 
is a delta function at t = 0. In addition, it is a solution of the PAE. To see this, note first that 
G,2+,. ,,z ,,, (14) , ,  =G.*G. ,  
for arbitrary time levels nl and n2. This property is known as the "Huygen's" property for the case 
of the PDE [9, p. 156], and follows easily for the PAE by transforming equation (14) and using 
n 0 the form of H given in equation (12). Then equation (14) gives G~ = G. ,G . ,  hut this is also the 
formula from equation (13) for a solution with initial conditions f .  = G °. There are other analogs 
that could be drawn between this (discrete) Green's function and general properties of Green's 
functions for PDEs, as was done in Ref. [10] for 1-D. 
The 2-D Green's function may be seen as a product of two I-D Green's functions, as described 
at the beginning of this section, by using equation (12) and the definition of H. Since H is given 
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as the product of two functions from equation (10) which are only dependent on a single dimension, 
the inverse relation (12) yields the same result for G~. 
5. SOLUTION COMPUTATION AND COMPARISONS 
The computation of the solution to the discrete initial-boundary value problem of Section 3 by 
the technique of Section 4 is facilitated by signal processing hardware developed for such filtering 
operations. In this section, we summarize the technique of solution computation, compare this 
method to the traditional one by means of a count of necessary multiplications and additions, and 
present some results of our numerical trials. 
One of the advantages of equation (13) is that it provides the solution at a chosen time level 
n in a single step. That is, the solution may be computed at a particular time without requiring 
the solution at intermediate time levels. This could be done using equation (13) directly, but 
the difficulty of actually computing G~, may be avoided with the frequency domain approach. 
This approach is the usual three step process: (i) calculate the FFT of the initial conditions fro; 
(ii) multiply by the nth power of H [from equation (10)], which is the transform of G~, and 
(iii) take the inverse transform of the result. 
The computation for the first step of this process need not be repeated for each time level at 
which the solution is desired. If the solution is desired at different imes, i.e. tt = niAt for several 
different values of i, the same initial conditions apply. One has the choice of using the same initial 
conditions and different values of n, or of using the Huygen's property (14) and employing the 
computed solution values as new initial conditions. 
In the second step, the transfer function we are using depends only on the size of the domain 
and the value of n. It need not be recomputed for different initial conditions if n and the grid size 
are fixed. 
For the discrete diffusion equation considered here, the time level does not even need to be an 
integer. This is somewhat of a surprise, as the discrete quation is being solved over a grid of points. 
However, the transfer function [from equation 10], as a power of n, may be evaluated for 
non-integer values. (In fact, in a C program the calculation of a power is usually done using 
exponentials.) This rather natural interpolation is a useful property in obtaining the extra accuracy 
given by the special value of r mentioned in Section 2, i.e. r = 1/2v/5. To see this, first note that 
in order to make use of this special value of r to obtain the solution at a particular time fi, we 
need to use the value o fn  for which nat = tl. But At = r /x(Ax) 2, as needed in equation (2), is not 
likely to even be rational. A restriction to integer values of n would not allow the computation 
for arbitrary values of tl. 
To compare this approach to the traditional "marching forward in time" method of solution, 
we next estimate the number of multiplications and additions involved in each solution approach. 
Implicit difference schemes, such as the Mitchell-Fairweather formula (5) used above, require the 
solution of simultaneous equations when using the traditional method. This make the number of 
operations for an implicit method more difficult to estimate. Thus, in the following, we will use 
the explicit difference scheme (3) as an initial basis for comparison. 
As noted in Section 2, the explicit method (3) provides more accuracy than a simpler scheme 
such as equation (2), although it requires the computation of some additional terms. Indeed, for 
the traditional approach, the number of multiplications and additions necessary to determine a
single value of the solution at one higher time step using equation (3) is about fifteen. For the 
complete set of M~ x M2 grid points and a solution at time level n, we estimate the number of 
multiplications and additions to be 
15nM 1M2, (15) 
for the traditional method. 
For the FFT implemented method, the number of computations i  essentially the same whether 
the PAE used is equation (2) or (3). The form of the transfer function does not vary much between 
those two equations, nor does it even vary much between explicit and implicit PAEs. The FFT is 
employed in both the first and third steps of this method, and it is well-known that the number 
of multiplications and additions necessary to compute a N point 1-D FFT is on the order of 
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Nlog2(N). The 2-D transform is a number of I-D FFTs put together, so that this estimate can 
be used to determine the number of operations necessary for the first and third steps of the FFT 
method. Combining this with the number of multiplications and additions necessary to compute 
the product in the second step of the method, we obtain an upper bound of 
4M 1M 2 [4 + log2 (MI M 2)] (16) 
total operations necessary for the solution computation. This estimate is formulated for the more 
complex method of satisfying the BCs with data extended to four times the original grid size as 
described in Section 3, and would be reduced if the sine (or cosine) transform were applied. 
The most striking feature of expression (16) may be that it is independent of the time level n 
at which the solution is desired. But the transfer function [as in equation (10)] is simply a base 
function raised to the power n. As noted earlier, such a computation may be done using 
exponentials, and the number of additions and multiplications does not vary for different values 
of n. We should remark that expression (16) does not include the number of operations necessary 
to compute the transfer function values. If we suppose that the time level n at which the solution 
is desired is fixed, those values may be computed ahead of time, and need not be recomputed in
every case. 
According to these estimates, the FFT method of solution would have fewer operations than 
the traditional approach for a reasonable-sized grid whenever the time level is more than n = 4. 
This is fairly impressive, as small values for r require small At and large n. We note that the time 
level at which the FFT method requires fewer operations i lower in 2-D than it is in I-D (see Ref. 
[6]), so that the FFT method seems even more appropriate for the 2-D case. 
The estimate (15) is for the explicit PAE, which is the less complicated equation when applying 
the traditional method of solution. If the implicit equation (5) were used, the traditional method 
would usually employ matrices to solve the simultaneous equations. This is somewhat more difficult 
to solve in 2-D, as the appropriate matrix is not tridiagonal in 2-D as it is in l-D, see Ref. [2, 
p. 645]. In any case, the number of operations for the traditional method would be larger than 
estimated in expression (15), and may be significantly larger. By contrast, aside from the transfer 
function evaluations the FFT method requires the same number of operations for the implicit 
method, so that expression (16) is still an appropriate estimate for the implicit equation (5). Thus, 
in our comparison of methods, the FFT method would be even more advantageous when used with 
an implicit method. In this case, the time level at which the FFT method is more efficient would 
be even earlier than the n = 4 value noted above. 
The analysis of the FFT method as described above was verified in numerical trials on a PC/AT 
that utilized one of the DSP chips currently available, the Zoran Corp. ZR 34161 Vector Signal 
Processor. In addition to hardware tailored to do rapid FFTs, this processor includes a "vector 
multiply" operation that allows fast computation of the multiplication eeded for the second step 
of the three-step filter process. 
The exact solution for an initial value problem with Dirichlet boundary conditions and sinusoidal 
initial conditions f(x)= sin(nx~/Ll)sin(nxJL2) may be calculated analytically, The results we 
obtained from our trials were easily compared to that solution to test the accuracy of this method. 
First we should mention that the FFT method obtained the exact results listed for the example 
in Ref. [7, p. 300], where the traditional method for solving PAEs is detailed. In addition, the values 
we obtained confirmed the analysis of the various difference schemes given in Section 2. In 
particular, the explicit equation (3) did give much more accurate results for r = ~ than for other 
r values. Likewise, the difference scheme that provided the most accuracy was, as predicted, 
formula (5) with r = 1/2x//-5. One cannot continually make Ax smaller and add more initial data 
without increasing roundoff error. However, for equation (5) and this value or r, we found that 
the usual case had a relative error (within the 16 bit arithmetic available) of less than 0.1%. 
The analysis given above of the number of operations necessary in the FFT method of solution 
appears reasonable when compared with the amount of processor time it took to calculate the 
solution. For example, processor times to complete the three-step filtering method for some 
different sized grids were as follows: 8 x 8 grid, 2.105ms; 8 x 16 grid, 4.566ms; 16 x 16 grid, 
8.726 ms. These times could be even further reduced, since the boundary condition method used 
for these trials was the longer method escribed in Section 3. That is, the FFT method was applied 
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with data extended to four times the original grid size. This allowed us to apply the I -D FFT  in 
the processor by Zoran Corp., although the 2-D version was self-programmed. The application of  
a discrete sine transform (for Dirichlet boundary conditions) would be even faster. 
6. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
The solution of  the discrete init ial-boundary value diffusion equation has been developed in this 
paper as the output of  a linear filter. This approach is much faster than traditional methods for 
all but small time levels, and the most accurate implicit difference schemes may be employed. This 
differs from the traditional approach, where an implicit difference scheme requires far more 
computat ions than an explicit scheme, especially in 2-D. Numerical results have confirmed the 
analysis. 
One extension of  these results might include nonhomogeneous (i.e. nonzero) boundary condi- 
tions or a nonhomogenous form of  the differential equation. The inclusion of  such a factor changes 
the recursive difference equation (9), involving the 2-D transform of u, so that it includes a 
nonrecursive factor as well. Suppose, for example, that nonzero von Neumann conditions hold 
on the left vertical boundary of  the domain: Ou/~x~ (0,x2, t) = ~b(x2, t), for t >~ 0 and 0 ~< x2 ~< L2. 
The discrete formulation of  these conditions for the difference scheme (2), along with the analysis 
of  Section 4 can be shown to result in equation (9) appearing as 
U n +1 (k) = n(k )  U n (k) - r~ ~n(k 2) 
where rj = 2rAx ,  and • is the 1-D DFT  of the boundary condition ~b. 
The solution to this equation adds a discrete convolution of  ~ in the time dimension to the 
representation (13), similar to an integral representation for the nonhomogeneous term in the 
partial differential equation. The rapid calculation of  the discrete solution from the above would 
be a topic for further study. Such an approach would need to be compared to the technique in 
Ref. [7], which adapts well to include nonhomogeneous terms. 
Other generalizations of  the method in this paper would include its application to more com- 
plicated PDEs or more general domains of  definition. The ability of  this method to make use of  
any further development of  more rapid FFT  techniques would seem to make such generalizations 
worthwhile. 
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